Headlights for 2005 chevy impala

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Chevrolet Impala based on all problems reported for the Impala. The hi
beam headlights failed, which made the lo beam headlights go out when the hi beam was
engaged. Repair service found a corroded "pin" in a multi-pin electrical connection. This is a
"protected" connection, in the engine compartment, it has been corroded for a very long time
according to the electric serviceman. He informed me the other "pins" will fail also effecting the
wipers and other "necessary" safety components, because of the condition of this connector.
The contact owns Chevrolet Impala. The contact stated that while driving at 35 mph and after
attempting to dim the headlights, all of the lights malfunctioned without any warning. The
vehicle was not taken to dealer. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure who did not
offer any assistance. The failure and current mileage was 91, Very dangerous situation.
Fortunately the lights came back on after driving with foglights only. Vehicle in great shape
otherwise and maintained appropriately. While driving at an unknown speed, the security
warning indicator illuminated and the vehicle stalled. The contact was unable to restart the
vehicle because the lock system reset itself automatically. Additionally, the headlights shut off
intermittently. The dealer stated that the ignition was the cause of the failure. The vehicle was
not repaired and the manufacturer was notified. The failure mileage was 70, I was driving early
morning it the dark and my headlights quit working on my chevy Impala. They have not been
fixed yet. While driving horn sound weak and stopped working I had to take out fuse for the
horn because it was just sounding off. Another important issue while driving at night low beam
headlights will turn off while driving in the dark. This can cause a serious wreck especially if
you are on the highway and could kill someone. Same thing with the horn, someone can pull out
in front of you and you cannot blow your horn. The lights on the car when on the brights will
just shut off, and it only leaves the marker lights lit, until you pull the headlight knob out. Will do
this intermittently. Has happened very often, everytime the brights are on. The contact owns a
Chevrolet Impala. While driving 25 mph the headlights started to flicker and the contact smelled
an electrical odor. The contact then pulled into her residence and after a few minutes the
headlights turned on without assistance. The vehicle was previously taken to a mechanic before
for the multi function switch needed to be replaced. The vehicle will be taken to the dealer to
have it diagnosed and determine if there were any other problems within the electrical system.
No repairs were made when the complaint was filed. The vehicle identification number was not
available. The failure mileage was and the current mileage was While driving 30 mph at night on
normal road conditions, the headlights unexpectedly lost power. The failure occurred
intermittently. The headlights activated automatically when the engine was started. The failure
occurred without warning. The vehicle will be taken to an authorized dealer for repair. The
contact was concerned of the safety risk involved. The VIN was unknown. The failure and
current mileages were 55, I purchased a chevy Impala in The first time I was driving on a state
hwy, a very twisty road. I had my headlights on high, right in the middle of the first curve my
headlights went out, I jumped the brake and flipped the lever back and forth and they finally
came back on low beam, I almost wreaked. The second time I was on the freeway just coming
itno the outkirts of town, heavy traffic, I flipped the lever back and forth and the low beams
came back on. I spoke with a dealer who said they had no complaints from other owners and
was told there was no recall. It has happened too many times and can't be pinned to any
peculator times, now I drive with my lights on low all the time. I went online and found hundreds
of people having the same problem. Some had had to replace their whole steering columm to
slove the problem. I can't afford to do this, but the car isn't safe. It keeps doing it and one of
these times I will forget and it will catch me unawares and I will wreak. While driving, the
headlights will go out for no reason. This has happened several times while driving at night. If I
pull the light switch on and off it will usually work. Flicking the high beams on and off may work
too. This is a huge safety feature and I have found that there are many complaints on this same
issue cannot find that there has been a recall when there should be. While driving my chevy
Impala after dark the headlights just went out. Was driving 55mph down the highway with my
whole family was in the car. Pulled the headlight switch in and out a few times and they came
back on. About one mile later the both went out again. While driving 50 mph at night the
headlights dimmed without warning. Approximately fifteen seconds later the headlights
illuminated again. The vehicle has not been inspected by the dealer. The current and failure
mileages were 40, Headlight intermittent failure on high beam. Click to low beam and lights
come back on. Disconcerting when it happens at night at high speed. There are times when I am
driving at night my headlights will go out. I usually can get them back on. It is scary when this
happens. It has happened in rain storms at night and there is oncoming traffic. I have also had a
wheel hub that has been replaced when my car was only 1. I was told there is no recall on this
and I can't find one. I had to pay to replace the new part on a fairly new car. I have the old part in

my trunk. I own a chevy Impala. The high beam headlights started going out a year and a half
ago around July or Aug. Around 75, miles was when the problem started and I now have 96,
miles. At first I was able to fix it by switching back to low beam and then could switch back to
high beam and they would work. In Feb. I explained that when the lights were about to go out I
could hear a buzzing in the satellite radio, like a shorting noise. First I was told that I had to
bring it in when it happened so they could check the problem. The only issue was that I drive 40
miles each way to work and it would happen in the middle of the trip. I decided I could deal with
the situation and have held off on getting it repaired. Last week I got in my car to go home from
work and I didn't have any high beam lights at all. You can make them work if you hold the lever
back. The contact does not like the headlights in the car. The dealership adjusted the headlights
three different times. The contact is still not satisfied. He says he cannot see to drive at night
because the headlights only shine about forty feet in front of the car. Car Problems. Headlights
problem 1. Headlights problem 2. Headlights problem 3. Headlights problem 4. Headlights
problem 5. Headlights problem 6. Headlights problem 7. Headlights problem 8. Headlights
problem 9. Headlights problem Other Exterior Lighting related problems of the Chevrolet
Impala. Headlights problems Headlight Switch problems. Exterior Lighting problems. Fog Light
Switch problems. Tail Light problems. Back Up Lights problems. Turn Signal problems. Hazard
Flashing Warning Light Unit problems. For more information go to In , the Beatles' 65 album
was at its peak as a top-seller. It was also the year when the fourth-generation Chevrolet Impala
sold more than one million units in the United States alone. It competed against the
then-famous Ford Galaxie and Plymouth Fury, along with other full-sized models. The said
model sports a full-width perimeter frame, a redesigned body with curved, frameless side glass,
and many more. Incredibly, this world record of the best-selling automobile in the US still
stands today. Known as the most expensive passenger model by Chevrolet during the 60s, the
Impala was named after a medium-sized southern African antelope. Nestled in savannas and
woodlands, there are about two million existing species of impalas in Africa. This is twice the
number of the Chevrolet Impala units sold in United States alone in Want to know what made
the Chevy Impala stand out from other models? The first generation Impalas had three taillights
on each side, whereas other models only had two, although it was this year when dual
headlamps were popular. This six-taillight design was a first for Chevy, and it became one of the
early Impala's trademarks. However, the year after, the second generation Impala sported a
huge, teardrop-shaped taillight on each side. The Chevy Impala became a collectors' favorite
because of its body style. It jived with the long and low-styled vehicles that were popular during
that time. Its chrome details and aluminum rear taillight panel made it look stunning and classy
at the same time. Not only that, it was powered by a potent V8 engine-what more can you ask
for? The Chevy Impala was featured by American hip-hop artist Dr. Dre in his song "Let Me
Ride. The song was the third and final single from his debut album entitled "The Chronic.
Right-hand drive Chevy Impalas were manufactured in Canada and were sold to other countries
outside the United States. These vehicles utilized the features of the Pontiac dashboard. As the
reigning title-holder of the most number of units sold in United States back in , there are, of
course, numerous expectations for the Chevy Impala. This full-sized sedan is widely used as
police cars in several countries due to its compact size and powerful engine. However, the
Chevy Impala, just like any other vehicle, also has flaws and issues that cannot all be avoided,
especially during the production process. Here are some of the common problems you might
experience with this best-selling car:. Numerous complaints pertaining to a fracture in the lower
front control arms of Chevy Impala police cars led General Motor to recall over 38, units in
United States and Canada. This recall only includes the Chevy Impala police cars manufactured
from to The lower front control arms are responsible in supporting the wheels. When one of
these control arms gets fractured, it could result in loss of control, which could inevitably lead
to a crash. A good indicator of this problem is a loud squealing sound from the tires whenever
the car is driven in low speed. Another problem with the police car-version of the Chevy Impala
is related to its steering. A rack and pinion failure was pin-pointed by drivers as a common
problem with their Impalas. Some of the complaints involved the locking of the steering
whenever the vehicle is driven in high speed. Since police cars are often driven with urgency,
their steering assembly components are more prone to wear and tear than those that are used
only as ordinary cars. General Motors, however, didn't issue a recall to fix this problem. A recall
was issued in for the Chevy Impalas with the model year to This is due to the defective front
safety belt webbing that could put the lives of the passengers at risk. The defect is said to
violate the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety standard no. The Chevrolet Impala is a full-size sedan
manufactured by General Motors. It provides customers an efficient ride with its comfortable
interiors and excellent driving performance. One of the best interior features of your Chevrolet
Impala is the availability of heated and ventilated seats for added comfort. Despite the

remarkable performance of your Chevrolet Impala, its smooth and reliable running condition will
not last a lifetime. Just like any machine, it can eventually deteriorate and later on, become
outdated. With that said, it is important that as early as now, you take some preventive
measures to keep it in top shape. Listed below are some useful preventive maintenance
procedures that you need to do to keep your vehicle at peak road performance. Many metal
parts of your car such as the door hinges, door locks, windows, hood latch and trunk latch need
lubrication in order to function smoothly. Lubrication is important to prevent premature
corrosion and freezing up of your car's working parts. You don't want to be constantly annoyed
every time the door of your car is locked up or the hood of your car doesn't pop. Squeaky
windows can also be a big problem, so proper and regular lubrication of these parts is
necessary. Use the recommended spray or lubricants as referred to you by your mechanic. You
must also refer to your owner's manual to guide you about the details of your scheduled
services. You should never neglect the importance of including in your maintenance routine the
inspection of your car's chassis nuts and bolts. The chassis nuts and bolts are as important as
any other parts of your engine. Without the proper tightening of these parts, some mechanical
troubles may arise. Any loose bolts can slow down your engine's performance and can affect
your driving experience. Inspect every nuts and bolts such as the exhaust system mounting
bolts, the pipes, mufflers and rear carrier. The purpose of a fuel filter is to filter dirt, dust and
rust particles that are entering the fuel system. It is normally built into cartridges containing a
filter paper. You can locate it by simply following the fuel supply line. It is connected to the gas
tank and the fuel rail that feeds the fuel injectors. Accumulated dirt trapped in your fuel system
can result in a damaged fuel injector. A damaged fuel injector can cause a poor gas mileage and
can possibly shut your engine down. To avoid this kind of problem, inspection of your fuel filter
is necessary. As soon as you noticed a damaged fuel filter, you need to replace it immediately.
The recommended fuel filter change interval is once every 10, miles or once a year, whichever
comes first. Being stuck in a middle of nowhere with a damaged car is a very depressing
scenario especially if you are in a rush. In order to prevent this from happening, you need to
maintain your sedan regularly. So, be responsible and take good care of your car. As one of the
most successful automobile manufacturers in the world, Chevrolet has been able to produce
various vehicles that helped shape the industry. One such model, which was introduced in , is
considered by many people as one of the most iconic vehicles in historyâ€”the Impala. With its
longer rear deck and shorter greenhouse, the Impala was considered to be structurally different
from most Chevrolets during that time. Thus, it was placed by Chevrolet under the Bel Air line
as luxury coupes and convertibles. The noteworthy three headlights and dual headlamps also
debuted this year. Engine-wise, the Bel Air Impala was powered by either a cubic-inch engine or
a big-block cubic-inch engine. The Impala was revamped in making it look more like the other
"B" full-size hardtop coupes under GM. It featured a wrap-around rear window and a bigger "C"
pillar. Nonetheless, this revamped version became very popular, and a hit song was even
dedicated to it. Aside from the new look, the Impala was also sold with a then-new radio. In ,
Chevrolet decided to redesign the Impalas once again to eliminate the vented windows they
installed before. These windows, though they were excellent ventilation systems, cause too
much wind noise. What's more, removing the vented windows saved Chevrolet much money
and was a step in the installation of air conditioning systems that were slowly becoming
popular at that time. The Chevrolet Impala underwent some major changes during this period to
further increase its sales. Two of the most notable changes during this year were the
introduction of the catalytic converters and the High Energy Ignition HEI. In order to meet the
demands of car owners, Chevrolet decided to downsize the Impala in As a result, the vehicle
became shorter and narrower. Nonetheless, the rear-seat legroom and headroom were
increased to accommodate more passengers. Unfortunately, though it was a popular fleet
vehicle, the Impala was discontinued in In , as a replacement for the Lumina line, the Impala was
resurrected. It was sold in two versions: base and LS. The LS version came with a 3. On the
other hand, the base model was equipped with steel wheels, cloth seats, and a 3. All of these
trims are powered by a 3. The other features of the current Impala that are either optional or
standard are auto-dimming rearview mirrors, heated bucket seats, and perforated leather seats.
As the reigning title-holder of the most number of units sold in the United States back in , there
are, of course, numerous expectations for the Chevy Impala. Numerous complaints pertaining
to a fracture in the lower front control arms of Chevy Impala police cars led General Motor to
recall over 38, units in the United States and Canada. The lower front control arms are
responsible for supporting the wheels. A good indicator of this problem is a loud squealing
sound from the tires whenever the car is driven at low speed. Many metal parts of your car such
as the door hinges, door locks, windows, hood latch, and trunk latch need lubrication in order
to function smoothly. Inspect every hardware, such as the exhaust system mounting bolts, the

pipes, mufflers, and rear carrier. The purpose of a fuel filter is to filter dirt, dust, and rust that
are entering the fuel system. To avoid this kind of problem, an inspection of your fuel filter is
necessary. Being stuck in the middle of nowhere with a damaged car is a very depressing
scenario especially if you are in a rush. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
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new again,I always said if you had a GM motor and transmission, and a Ford body, you would
have a great vechile, Ford's Chassis and bodies are impressive, can't to much for there torx
converters and engines , Impala is very good vechile,with added police package design under
the chassis, remember computers weld cars and assembly, Engineering just programs. Huey
Bethancourt. Purchased on Jul 15, Chevrolet Impala Guides. Six Interesting Facts about Chevy
Impala. Chevy Impala Problems. Helpful Automotive Resources. Chevrolet Faces Oversupply of
Equinox in the US In an article shared by GM Authority, which cited sources privy to company
operations, the current national inventory for the Equinox is at a day supply. It is not as bad as
the day supply of the Blazer that indicates an inability to meet demand. However, an inventory
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